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mummy dust has been a vital ingredient for occult workings
of all kinds. When the success of your ceremony is at stake,
you can’t aƒord to take a chance with second-rate
magical powders. You need something tried and true.
Dr. Francis Morgan’s MUM-E-DUST is carefully
compounded from the purest ingredients, using formulae
from the greatest occult authorities, and field tested under the
most demanding conditions. MUM-E-DUST is the demonstrated preference of wise practicioners everywhere.
Try all four varieties, in Hermetically sealed ten-ounce cans!
STANDARD MUMMY DUST Dr. Morgan’s Necropolitan Blend meets the
needs of the most exacting rites at a fraction of the price of other brands.
INCA MOMIA From the summits of arid and icy Andean mountain tops we
procure only the best-preserved Incan mummies for use in this New World
mummy dust blend.
POWDER OF IBN GHAZI has been trusted for centuries for revealing the
invisible under the most adverse conditions, and should be used with great
caution.
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MACHEN’S POWDERED VINUM SABBATI (Witches’ Wine) is a potent and
highly concentrated compound elaborately prepared from rare plants and
mineral saltes by means of subtle medieval processes.

While the greatest care is taken in producing
MUM-E-DUST, the effective use of magical powders is
dependent on numerous occult factors entirely
beyond the manufacturer’s control: consequently,
neither Dr. Francis Morgan nor HPLHS Inc. warrants
that this product will work as expected, or at all. By
opening the can, you expressly understand and agree
that any supernatural manifestation/s resulting from
the use of the product is/are produced at your own
discretion and risk, and you will be solely responsible
for any damage to persons, property, and/or your
immortal soul arising therefrom.
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Dr. Francis Morgan served as a
distinguished professor at Miskatonic
University in Arkham, Massachusetts, where
he read the Necronomicon and other powerful
works of eldritch lore. After investigating
certain phenomena in Arkham, Dunwich, and
Innsmouth, Mass., Dr. Morgan chose to leave
academia and devote his career to the development of the finest-quality magical powders,
saltes, preparations, and charms. His expertise
is hard-won and unmatched. His signature on
every can of MUM-E-DUST is your
guarantee of quality.

